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•Water budget estimations for continental scale catchments 
and dischargeless basins
•Approximation of P-ET from atmospheric moisture budgets
•Improvement of global atmospheric moisture budgets with 
the regional atmospheric model WRF
•Definition of uncertainties that emerge from different 
atmospheric model driving of global and regional models
•Evaluation of atmospheric water budgets with terrestrial 
hydrological observations and comparison to GRACE
  










































•Modeled terrestrial water storage change with GRACE
•Model precipitation with Global Precipitation Climatology 
Center (GPCC) data




•WRF (Weather Research and Forecast Model)












Regional Atmospheric Model (WRF)
NCEP driving data
  
ECMWF, Global and Downscaled (WRF) dS/dt
  
ECMWF, Global and Downscaled (WRF) Precipitation
  
Atmospheric Uncertainties
Uncertainty bounds for terrestrial water storage change
global and regional (WRF) models




Uncertainty bounds for terrestrial water storage change
global and regional (WRF) models
with ECMWF-EI and NCEP-RA data
  
Global Atmospheric Models
Dischargeless basin: R ≈ 0
  
Sahara – atmospheric uncertainties
  
Performance of MC with respect to GPCC, ET≈0
May – Aug.
2003 – 2006 
  
Australia – Months with negligible Evaporation
Jun. – Sept.
2003 – 2006 
Models and P data agree well
  
Summary
• With respect to P (GPCC) the regional atmospheric model 
WRF is capable to improve global fields of MC and P for 
continental scale river basins
• However, for the Saharan and the Australian Domain the 
regional model could not add value to global simulations
• For months with negligible ET,  correlation of model MC and 
P (GPCC) is good, but for GPCC and GRACE it is weak
• For many periods the atmospheric uncertainties have a only a 
small range but do not coincide with GRACE
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